In this paper, the influence of the fractured zone on the underground structure under seismic action is studied. The research project is located at 250m near a large fault. After the earthquake, the fault vertical elevation is about 3.5m, and the horizontal dislocation is 2~3m. The secondary fracture zone appears in the project. In this paper, MIDAS/GTS software is applied to simulate horizontal and vertical displacement fields of large faults, simulating the fractured zone generated by earthquakes in the way of weak layers. The influence of the secondary breakup zone on the engineering is simulated. The displacement of the fractured zone has great influence on the displacement of the structure, and the displacement for the footwall structure increases obviously, while the displacement for the upper wall structure decreases compared with the non broken zone. The appearance of the broken zone absorbs most of the energy to the distal end and reduces the damage of the distal end.
PROJECT INTRODUCTION
The position of the engineering field is in the vicinity of the main fault of the Longmen mountain tectonic belt, the Kitagawa Exiu fault. The Wenchuan earthquake in 2008 of magnitude 8 brought devastating damage to Longmen mountain and the western edge of Sichuan basin, and also caused serious damage to the project. In the vicinity of the site, the North -east surface was ruptured. The rupture of the main surface is about 30m in the vicinity of the site, and is extended in the direction of N50 -E60 degree , which is characterized by thrusting. The maximum vertical dislocation is about 3.5m, and the rupture zone of the main surface is not passed through the engineering site, and it is about 250m at the nearest distance from the project. The engineering site is located on the hanging plate of the seismogenic fault. During the strong deformation process of the main rupture zone during the earthquake, a secondary fracture may occur inside the engineering site located on the top of the fault, resulting in serious damage to the engineering interior, as shown in Figure 1 . 
THE ESTABLISGMENT OF A FINITE ELEMENT MODEL
The engineering site is in the upper plate of the seismogenic fault, during the strong deformation of the main fracture zone during the earthquake, the secondary rupture occurred inside the engineering site located on the top of the fault, which caused serious damage to the engineering interior and the width of the fracture zone was 0.5m~2m.Young's modulus E is 200Mpa。In order to transform the complicated and abstract practical problems into a specific and simple numerical analysis model，this paper makes some assumptions on the model, and the basic assumptions are as follows:
(1) Suppose that along the axis of the tunnel, the characteristics of surrounding rock and the characteristics of tunnel do not change. The geological and topographic conditions are the same, and a simplified three-dimensional model is established.
(2) It is assumed that the rock layer is isotropic and distributes uniformly in the horizontal direction, and does not consider the influence of groundwater seepage.
(3) Because the response of the displacement field to the used tunnel is considered, the effect of the construction phase is not considered.
(4) Assuming that all parts of the whole model work in an online elastic range, the linear elastic analysis in static analysis is adopted.
In this paper, the effects of 0.5m width and 2m width on the underground engineering are simulated. The axis diagram of the project and the shape of the tunnel section are shown in Figure  2 .When the geometric model is established, the mountain is modeled by the shape of the cone. The establishment of a geometric model is roughly divided into three steps. The first step is to establish the three-dimensional entity of the underground structure；The second step is to build a "round cake" -shaped mountain that surrounds the tunnel entity. The third step is to build a conical mountain. The depth of the tunnel is 230m, and the slope of the mountain is 30 degrees. The material characteristics are shown in Table 1 . In this paper, the unit control of the whole model is within 500 thousand, of which about 400 thousand of the rock mass unit and about 70 thousand of the lining unit. Simulated the large fault from the plane 250m of the 1# tunnel entrance. The horizontal displacement and vertical displacement of the fault layer are regarded as the input model of the external load condition (displacement field).The position and direction of the applied displacement field are shown in Figure 3 .At the bottom of the upper plate, 700 meters from the large fault, the X, Y, Z direction is fixed is used as boundary condition, as detailed in Figure 4 . 
CALCULATION RESULTS
When the model displacement analysis is selected, the monitoring section is selected to see Figure 5 (a) and the main section of the stress analysis is the structure turning, the joint part and the cross section near the broken zone, as shown in Figure 6 (b).The section of figure (a) section 3 and 4 are 5 meters apart, the cross section 6 and 7 are 5 meters apart, and the cross section 4 and 6 are 10.5 meters apart. The section 7 of figure (b) is the central section of the broken zone, and the sections 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 are 1 meters apart. The broken zone is regarded as a smaller fault, then the part on the left side of the secondary broken zone is called the upper plate, and the right part is called the footwall. Displacements (mm) of each point at different width of broken zones are shown in Table 2 . The stress values of the 40 units extracted from 20 monitoring sections are shown in Table  3 . From the analysis of the calculation results, the main reasons affecting the displacement of underground structure is the earthquake fault activity, however the fracture zone changed the original structure of the displacement, stress distribution and size, so the fault proximal increases the displacement response in the fault and fracture zone played outside energy dissipation effect, but reduce the displacement response of the structure of the trend, and the energy dissipation effect increases with the fracture zone stiffness decreases. Secondly, the structure of the broken zone is cut and broken, and the stress is larger than the strength design value of the C18 concrete. The rest of the stress is basically relieved, which illustrates the energy dissipation and shock absorption of the broken zone.
With the increase of the width of the broken zone, the degree of displacement is increased. The structure is located in the footwall, the fracture zone due to the existence of structural displacement increases, this part has a part is the rigid body displacement, stress level decreased; the displacement of the structure and located on the hanging wall and stress were decreased, the decrease of the width of fracture zone and fracture zone is proportional to the stiffness is inversely proportional to the relationship between. Fully illustrated in the earthquake belt broken, due to its low stiffness, large deformation, absorb most of the energy, leading to the mountain and structure between fracture zone and fault deformation increases, part structure and mountain outside in the fracture zone and fault fracture zone resistance due to energy dissipation and fault protection, deformation and but the decreasing trend of force.
